
  

Session at HopeNet Conference Regarding the Expression of Future from Various Congregations 

August 19th, Clare. 

 

 Grant Jewell/ Prospect Hill 

Speaking for Jack  Lovelock    on behalf of Prospect Hill, who believe 10 years is long enough to be 

waiting for leadership from Uniting Church re position on Marriage and the Law. 

He suggested that there be a peppercorn sale of properties to the local “owners” of the churches. 

If a stand like this is made it needs to be all HopeNet Churches standing together. 

 

Brian and Wendy Joyce/Wandearah  

Feels it has been a sideways journey since Resolution 84 

Community looking for leadership from God’s Word. Feel lost without that direction 

Where to now? 

UCA Paper on marriage? We want to know where the UCA stands on the issue. 

Is it possible to stay with the UCA which is not having clear voice in the Community? 

We want Unity, authority and hope.  

As a Church we want to be on the front foot. 

We don’t necessarily want to be told what to do but need to know clear direction 

What is our relationship with our buildings? 

We have been told by Synod that the property can be put on the market. There needs to be 3 

valuers and a tender process.  We can tender for the building but would have to vacate it for 2 years. 

We need to build new toilets.  So our dilemma is whether we go ahead and build and pay for toilets 

ourselves or put building on market and tender for purchase. Toilets would be built when property is 

ours. 

Jonathan Button/Golden Grove 

UCA has by Law the ownership of all UCA buildings.  However, could be issue of equity of properties 

which have been built by the community. 

It is unsatisfactory that the Assembly does not hear our voice. Therefore the ACC must have a voice 

for our people. 

Golden Grove not going anywhere, we will stay put and hold to our beliefs 

 

Trevor Pugh/Macclesfield 



First Hopenet Conference and valued experience. I like what I’m hearing. Stay true to beliefs. HN too 

large to be rejected. Malachi 2.7-9.  

  

 

 

Brian Tugwell/Lobethal 

Current mind of Lobethal is that they want to leave UCA and I will go with them. People tired of lack 

of support for Biblical Theology 

Why are we here? But what will happen if we leave?  We won’t belong to anyone.  I really 

appreciate HopeNetwork. We need to stay together and be strong. Can’t stay strong  the way we 

are. 

 

Nathan Whillas/Loxton 

Presbytery Field Officer.  Also feeling frustrated for similar reasons. 

Aware of difficulties of House Churches. Another one just started in Loxton. I grew up in the UCA and 

love the Church. I want to say this is Christ’s Church. The Church needs to be evangelised. If we get 

up and leave there is no Biblical Voice  

Appreciate HopeNetwork 

 

John Stayte/Penola 

There are 8 members of Church. It would seem natural to close the doors. The numbers are down 

and the bank account is up.  I am used to a Spirit led Church but I can’t see it happening. I have been 

in tears here today.  

Hopenet is where I belong it is a vital part of UCA. We need to evangelise the UCA 

First things first Psalm 27. Meditate on God’s Word, speak with Grace and Word of God, not be 

guided by emotions 

 

Jane Pearson/Waikerie 

Morgan depleted but transformed into effective youth ministry with alpha courses.Waikerie has 

property for youth. Need a minister. 

 

Dwayne   /Macclesfield 

Has had past filled with grief, severe mental health issues and could not find any place/person to 

help. Becoming a Christian restored his health and well being. He was ordained in AOG and through 

collegial connection with Darryl Stott is now part of Maccy Church and therefore UCA. 



“I am appreciating what I am hearing about Hope Net . It seems important to stay put and uphold 

beliefs  within the UCA 

Ian Clarkson 

Hopenet is positioned and responsible to serve its churches, this conference demonstrates that  

leadership is desired and necessary. 

We should schedule another Conference next year. We might formally support FamilyVoice as our 

‘social justice/transformation commission’ as Hopenet and encourage our churches likewise.  

An ‘Advisory’ body or increased representation alongside Exec would be helpful. HN may be helpful 

by being open to other churches partic those who have fragmented from UCA. 

 

 

A word contributed by Lucy Gillespie 

(edited to convey only substance) 

At a prayer meeting led by Rev. Anne Bakker (Salt church) A woman called Margaret during prayer 

for God’s will and purpose to be fulfilled for Australia, shared her vision: 

She saw the land, Australia. Across the land moved a line of people with more joining behind them. 

There was the sound of a drum in the background, yet a definite sound, and the people moved to its 

beat. As the people moved forward in their line ,ahead of them the land was dry, broken, arid and 

eroded. Behind them the land was green and fertile.  

Lucy gave this to the Conference because it accorded with the words  from the minister in Victoria 

whom Ian quoted, who reflected his strong feelings and impressions about the significance of the 

Conference.  

 

From Pstr Charles Schwab, Geelong.  Ian –these words came to me (while thinking about the 

HNConference)…….so will include them for thought as to whether they have value: 

“There is a day of opportunity in which the Lord will have a people who will march to his drum.” 

 

 

 


